Xclusive Dimensions
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XCLUSIVE SEAT
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DIMENSIONS

A

Minimum swivel radius

27 ½"

B

Wall to inner seat back

3 ¾"

C

Seat depth

15"

D

Minimum folded width to footrest

13"

E

Minimum open width to edge of footrest

22 ⅛"

F

Armrest width – external

25 ⅝"

G

Armrest width – internal

17 ¾"

H

Seat back height

16 ½"

I

Footrest to seat height
One spacer
Two spacers

16"
18 ⅛"
19 ⅞"
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Minimum footrest height

4"

Minimum track intrusion into staircase

D

7 ¼"

E

285 lbs

Maximum weight limit
F
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Color Choice: Cream
Upholstery is made from a wipe clean and
flame-retardant material.
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All of our stairlifts are tested and approved by worldwide independent
inspection services to give you the assurance that our products meet
the highest standards in terms of quality and safety.
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Brought to you locally by:

Xclusive
Handicare
10888 Metro Court
St. Louis, MO 63043 USA

888-637-8155
sales.us@handicare.com
www.handicareusa.com

STRAIGHT STAIRLIFT

Xclusive
STRAIGHT STAIRLIFT

Ergonomic and innovative design features
SMART

SAFE

INTUITIVE

A customer favorite, the Xclusive combines contemporary design with leading-edge
technology – all at an affordable price. This compact lift boasts modern lines, gentle curves
and muted tones, giving it an altogether softer look while ensuring a comfortable ride.
Handicare has been a world leader in innovative lifting and mobility solutions for 130 years,
providing safe and stylish solutions such as the Xclusive stairlift.

•

 pgrade to powered features for automatic control of the
U
footrest and swivel seat

• Includes user-friendly retractable seatbelt
• E
 ach unit comes with 2 handheld remotes to easily
retrieve the stairlift
• Prevent unauthorized use with provided key

Stairlifts are battery powered to
ensure you are in motion even
during a power outage. Opt for
the continuous charging feature
so the battery charges no matter
where it is parked.

COMPACT

Surrounded by safety sensors,
Handicare stairlifts are designed
to stop if meeting an obstruction
– keeping you safe and still on
your seat.

ELEGANT

The toggle control was designed
in collaboration with occupational
therapists to ensure it is easy-touse and operate – simply push
with your hand, arm or wrist in the
direction you want to go.

CONVENIENT

• Removable upholstery allows it to be laundered

•

L imited lifetime warranty on the motor and gearbox;
2 year manufacturer’s parts warranty

This compact and unobtrusive
stairlift was designed to maximize
the clear space on the stairs
when folded. Its slim waistline and
diamond-shaped backrest, are
distinct aesthetics of their own.

A safe and practical
solution with effortless style

www.handicareusa.com

Boasting modern lines, gentle
curves and muted tones, the
Xclusive offers a distinguished
appearance that doesn’t skimp on
comfort. Its effortless style blends
and fits any house and interior.

Your first step to
independence

Upgrade to the powered
footrest option and remove any
need for you to bend down and
fold the footrest up or down.

